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Type In Rs 
Cr 

No of Shares (Mn) 
% of 
Issue 

Upper Lower 

QIB 3,206 56.25 59.15 75 

NIB 641 11.25 11.83 15 

Retail 427 7.5 7.8 10 

Em-

ploy. - - - - 

Total 4,275 78.87 75 100 

Details of the Issue 

Price Band ₹ 542  – ₹ 570 
Issue Size ₹ 4,275 Cr 
Face Value ₹  5   
Bid Lot 26 
Listing on BSE, NSE 

Post Issue Mcap ₹ 28,500 Cr 

Investment Range ₹  14,092 -  ₹ 14,820       

Important Indicative Dates (2024) 

Opening 03 – Apr 
Closing 05 – Apr 
Basis of Allotment 08 – Apr  

Refund Initiation 10 – Apr 

Credit to Demat 10 – Apr 

Listing Date 12 – Apr 

Offer Details 

Offer Size ₹ 4,275 Cr  

Fresh Issue - 

OFS ₹ 4,275 Cr  

Company Profile  

Established in 1995, Bharti Hexacom Limited offers fixed-line telephone and broadband 

services primarily in Rajasthan and North East telecom circles within India. By the end 

of December 31, 2023, the company had invested ₹206 billion in digital infrastructure 

for future readiness. As of December 31, 2023, Bharti Hexacom Limited served 27.1 

million customers across 486 census towns. The distribution network included 616 dis-

tributors and 89,454 retail touchpoints. 

Regarding data services, the company had 19,144 thousand data customers by Decem-

ber 31, 2023, with 18,839 thousand being 4G and 5G subscribers. 

 

Business Highlights & Services  

Company is an communications solutions brand, serves customers in Rajasthan and the 

North East telecommunication circles of India (Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, 

Mizoram, Nagaland, and Tripura). Their strategy focuses on acquiring and retaining high

-quality customers by delivering a superior omnichannel experience backed by data 

science. It offer a range of digital services, including family and converged plans under 

Airtel Black, leading to sustained growth in their revenue market share. It prioritize 

cost optimization to improve profitability and maintain a strong capital structure. Their 

investments in network expansion, technology, and spectrum have totaled ₹206 billion 

by December 2023. Additionally, it benefit from synergies with their Promoter, Airtel, 

leveraging their digital infrastructure and services. 

As of December 31, 2023,  they present in 486 census towns and had an aggregate of 

27.1 million customers across both the circles. Customer market share has grown con-

sistently in Rajasthan from 33.1% as of March 31, 2021 to 35.0% as of December 31, 

2023 and in the North East from 43.6% to 49.8% between the same dates. It have the 

highest number of Visitor Location Register (“VLR”) customers (6.4 million) and a VLR 

market share of 52.3% in the North East circle and the second highest in the Rajasthan 

circle with 23.2 million. 

Company has robust network infrastructure with a mix of owned and leased assets. As 

of December 31, 2023, it utilized 24,874 network towers, of which they owned 5,092 

towers, and the remaining 19,782 towers were leased from tower companies. It have a 

spectrum portfolio with varied pool of mid band spectrum (1800/2100/2300 MHz 

bands), which has enabled them to offer 5G Plus services on the widely chosen non-

standalone network architecture and at a low cost of ownership. This has enabled them 

to save a significant amount of capital towards sub-GHz spectrum for 5G roll out and 

additional capital expenditure required to be spent on network infrastructure to deploy 

the same. During the 9M ended December 31, 2023 and 2022 and Fiscals 2023, 2022 and 

2021, their Capex was ₹ 16,003 million, ₹ 25,577 million, ₹ 30,518 million, ₹ 8,745 mil-

lion and ₹ 15,767 million, or 30.65%, 52.77%, 46.39%, 16.18% and 34.26% of the revenue 

from operations, respectively. 

Company has extensive distribution and service network across the regions it operate in 

and during the 9M ended December 31, 2023 and the last three Fiscals, it have set up 51 

retail outlets and 24 small format stores to reach 90 cities, as of December 31, 2023. As 

of December 31, 2023, their distribution network comprised 616 distributors and 89,454 

retail touchpoints.  
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Geographical Footprint 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Telecommunication licenses and spectrum  
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Industry Outlook 

Wireline phones in India saw a decline from 28.5 million users in Fiscal 2014 to 19.1 million in Fiscal 2020, losing ground to mobile 

phones. Urban areas were the primary focus, with limited growth in SME clients. Initially led by BSNL and MTNL, private players like Airtel 

and JioFiber gained market share, especially during the pandemic. This shift to wired internet for WFH and online education stabilized 

wireline users at 20.2 million in Fiscal 2021, growing to 31.8 million by the nine months of Fiscal 2024 due to converged offerings bun-

dling broadband, mobile, OTT content, DTH, and wireline services. The segment will see moderate demand in Fiscals 2024 and 2025, with 

a projected 5.5% CAGR from 2023 to 2028, supported by converged services and broadband. CRISIL forecasts a 5.0%-5.5% CAGR for broad-

band customers from 2023 to 2026. 
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Companies Competitive Strength : 

 Established Leadership and Large Customer Base in their area of operations. 

 Presence in Markets with High Growth Potential.  

 Strong Parentage and Established Brand. 

 Building a Future Ready Network. 

 Extensive Distribution and Service Network. 

 Experienced Management Team. 

 

Key Strategies Implemented by Company  

 Grow their Revenue by Focusing on Acquiring and Retaining Quality Customers. 

 Expand their Network Coverage. 

 Deliver Brilliant Customer Experience through an Omnichannel Approach and Extensive Use of Data Science. 

 Improve their Cost Efficiencies. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Valuations and Recommendation:  

 Based on annualized FY24 earnings to post-IPO paid-up equity capital of the company, The issue is priced at a P/E of x 75.85. 

Thus the issue appears priced compared to peers.  

 The company provides fixed-line telephone and broadband services, with a strong presence in Rajasthan and the northeast re-

gion of India. However, it lacks a significant presence in major states like Delhi and Maharashtra, where its competitors have 

well-established businesses. This geographic concentration poses a risk to its revenue diversification. Despite having decent 

financials, the company reported a net loss of Rs 1,033.9 in FY21. While it claims to have recovered from this loss, its profita-

bility has been on a declining trend primarily due to high finance costs. Over the FY21-23 period, the company's borrowing has 

increased significantly, given the capital-intensive nature of its operations. This growing debt burden could potentially lead to 

financial distress in the future. Hence, we  recommend an "Avoid" rating for the issue.  

Particulars (INR Cr) 6MFY24 FY23 FY22 FY21

Equty Share Capital 250.0       250.0       250.0       250.0       

Reserves 4,166.1    3,959.5    3,410.5    1,736.0    

Net Worth as Stated 4,416.1    4,209.5    3,660.5    1,986.0    

Revenue From Operations 5,220.8    6,579.0    5,405.2    4,602.3    

Revenue Growth% 22% 17%

EBITDA 2,039.9    2,741.3    3,687.4    767.9       

EBITDA Margins% 39% 42% 68% 17%

Net Profit/Loss for the Period 281.8       549.2       1,674.6    (1,033.9)   

Net Profit/Loss % 5% 8% 31% -22%

EPS (Rs) 12.58 90.82 1154 543
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Research Analyst – Mr. Dibandu Maji   |   + 022-6618 2689  |   Dibandumaji@geplcapital.com 

 

Disclaimer: This report has been prepared by GEPL Capital Private Limited ("GEPL Capital " ). GEPL Capital is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India. This report does not constitute a 

prospectus, offering circular or offering memorandum and is not an offer or invitation to buy or sell any securities, nor shall part, or all, of this presentation form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any 

contract or investment decision in relation to any securities. This report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that 

any investment strategy, recommendation or any other content contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. All invest-

ments involve risks and investors should exercise prudence in making their investment decisions. The report should not be regarded by the recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Any 

opinions expressed in this report are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions expressed by other business areas or groups of GEPL Capital as a result of using different assumptions 

and criteria. GEPL Capital is under no obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein. The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of 

investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading in these instruments is considered risky. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Foreign curren-

cy rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security or related instrument mentioned in this report. Any prices stated in this report are for information purposes only and do not 

represent valuations for individual securities or other instruments. There is no representation that any transaction can or could have been effected at those prices and any prices do not necessarily reflect GEPL Capi-

tal’s internal books and records or theoretical model-based valuations and may be based on certain assumptions. Different assumptions, by GEPL Capital or any other source may yield substantially different results. 

GEPL Capital makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to, and does not accept any responsibility or liability with respect to, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of any information or 

opinions contained herein. Further, GEPL Capital assumes no responsibility to publicly amend, modify or revise any forward-looking statements, on the basis of any subsequent development, information or events, or 

otherwise. Neither GEPL Capital nor any of its affiliates, directors, employees or agents accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this report. In no event shall GEPL capital 

be liable for any direct, special indirect or consequential damages, or any other damages of any kind, including but not limited to loss of use, loss of profits, or loss of data, whether in an action in contract, tort 

(including but not limited to negligence), or otherwise, arising out of or in any way connected with the use of this report or the materials contained in, or accessed through, this report. GEPL Capital and its affiliates 

and/or their officers, directors and employees may have similar or an opposite position in any securities mentioned in this document (or in any related investment) and may from time to time add to or dispose of any 

such securities (or investment). The disclosures contained in the reports produced by GEPL Capital shall be strictly governed by and construed in accordance with Indian law. GEPL Capital specifically prohibits the 

redistribution of this material in whole or in part without the written permission of GEPL Capital and GEPL Capital accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this regard.  
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